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ABSTRACT
We have previously shown that a base-paired complex formed by two of the spliceosomal RNA components, U6 and U2 small
nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), can catalyze a two-step splicing reaction that depended on an evolutionarily invariant region in U6, the
ACAGAGA box. Here we further analyze this RNA-catalyzed reaction and show that while the 59 and 39 splice site substrates
are juxtaposed and positioned near the ACAGAGA sequence in U6, the role of the snRNAs in the reaction is beyond mere
juxtaposition of the substrates and likely involves the formation of a sophisticated active site. Interestingly, the snRNA-catalyzed
reaction is metal dependent, as is the case with other known splicing RNA enzymes, and terbium(III) cleavage reactions indicate
metal binding by the U6/U2 complex within the evolutionarily conserved regions of U6. The above results, combined with the
structural similarities between U6 and catalytically critical domains in group II self-splicing introns, suggest that the base-paired
complex of U6 and U2 snRNAs is a vestigial ribozyme and a likely descendant of a group II-like self-splicing intron.
Keywords: U6; snRNA; ribozyme; spliceosome; catalysis

INTRODUCTION
Intriguing structural and functional similarities between
the spliceosomal snRNAs and group II self-splicing introns,
ribozymes which catalyze a splicing reaction mechanistically
identical to that performed by the spliceosome, suggest that
the snRNAs may have evolved from group II intron-like
ancestors (Dayie and Padgett 2008; Toor et al. 2008; Michel
et al. 2009; Keating et al. 2010). While formal proof for
such an evolutionary relationship is currently lacking, these
striking parallels have led to the hypothesis that the snRNAs
may also harbor vestigial catalytic activity (Sharp 1985; Cech
1986; Collins and Guthrie 2000; Valadkhan 2007). We have
previously shown that in vitro–transcribed, protein-free
human U6 and U2 snRNAs can form a base-paired complex
that closely resembles the one forming in the spliceosome in
its secondary and tertiary structure (Fig. 1A; Valadkhan and
Manley 2000; S. Valadkhan and J. Manley, unpubl.). Initial
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investigations of the catalytic activity of this in vitro–assembled
U6/U2 complex indicated that it could catalyze reactions that
resembled the first step of splicing in their sequence and
ionic requirements, although either the chemistry of the
reaction was distinct from splicing or the low efficiency of
the reaction prohibited its full characterization (Valadkhan
and Manley 2001, 2003; Valadkhan et al. 2007).
More recently, we provided evidence that the same in
vitro–assembled U6/U2 snRNA complex was indeed able to
perform a two-step splicing reaction on short model substrates (Exon1 and Exon2, Fig. 1B) that led to the formation of a linear RNA product (Fig. 1B; Valadkhan et al.
2009). In the first step of this reaction, an internal
phosphodiester bond in the Exon1 substrate is cleaved in
a U6/U2-catalyzed hydrolysis reaction. The result is the
release of a short ‘‘intronic’’ fragment from the 39 end of
the Exon1 substrate, which now has a free 39 hydroxyl. The
second step of this reaction involves a transesterification
between the newly released 39 OH of Exon1 and an internal
phosphate in the Exon2 substrate, which results in the
release of an intronic fragment from the 59 end of Exon2
and ligation of the rest of Exon2 to the Exon1 fragment
through a 39–59 linkage (Fig. 1B). This two-step splicing reaction is mechanistically identical to the splicing reactions
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quences analogous to them form the active site of the group II self-splicing
introns (Toor et al. 2008; Keating et al.
2010). Further, cross-linking and mutational complementation assays indicated that the reaction indeed occurs
in immediate proximity of the evolutionarily invariant ACAGAGA box of
U6 (Valadkhan et al. 2009).
The relationship between the catalytic
activity of the snRNAs in isolation and
their function in the spliceosomal active
site, where they are heavily buttressed
by proteins, is not clear. The very small
size of snRNAs combined with the very
large number of spliceosomal proteins
make the spliceosome a very unique
RNP enzyme and suggest that the structure and function of snRNAs is heavily
affected by spliceosomal proteins and
thus, comparison of their function in
isolation and within the spliceosome
will provide fundamental insights into
the co-evolution of RNAs and proteins
in the spliceosome and other RNP catalytic machines. In order to further investigate the catalytic ability of snRNAs
in isolation, we have performed an indepth characterization of several aspects
FIGURE 1. The human U6/U2 snRNA complex and the snRNA-mediated splicing reaction. of the above-described snRNA-catalyzed
(A) The human U6/U2 complex. The location of the base-pairing cassette used for binding splicing. Our results indicate that the
Exon2 is shown. Position of helices I, II, and III and the U6 ISL are marked on the complex. splice sites on the substrates used in the
Numbers refer to the human numbering system. Arrows point to the previously determined
phosphorothioate interference sites. Asterisks mark locations that are also identified as metal reaction are positioned in the vicinity
binding sites in this study. The boxed nucleotides to the right refer to the sequence of of the invariant ACAGAGA sequence of
a hyperstable loop used to join U6 and U2 together as a single transcript. (B) The snRNA- U6 through interactions with this recatalyzed splicing reaction. The sequence of Exon1 and Exon2 substrates and the products of gion. We also show that the role of the
each step of the reaction are shown. Numbers refer to position from the 59 end. ‘‘Exonic’’
sequences are highlighted in gray. The base-pairing cassette in Exon2 used for binding to U6 is U6/U2 base-paired complex in catalysis
of this two-step splicing reaction is well
shown.
beyond mere crude juxtaposition of the
substrates, suggesting that the U6/U2
complex uses additional catalytic strategies to achieve the
catalyzed by group II introns, the only difference being the
observed rate enhancement. We also investigate the catuse of an internal 29OH group as the nucleophile of the
ionic requirements of the reaction and show evidence
first step of splicing in these two systems (Moore and Sharp
suggesting the involvement of divalent cations in catalysis
1993; Nilsen 1998; Lehmann and Schmidt 2003; Pyle and
of this snRNA-mediated splicing reaction. Our structural
Lambowitz 2006). However, in many group II introns the
analysis indicates that similar to what has been observed in
first step of splicing occurs through hydrolysis, identical to
the snRNA-catalyzed reaction described above, which sugvivo and in structural studies, the ISL of U6 is the main
gests that hydrolysis is a physiological alternative to branchmetal binding motif in the U6/U2 complex; however, the
ACAGAGA and AGC sequences also bind divalent cations.
ing in splicing systems (Chu et al. 1998; Podar et al. 1998).
These results provide a first glimpse into the active site of
Interestingly, the snRNA-catalyzed splicing reaction dethe U6/U2 RNA enzyme and suggest that the invariant,
pends on the ACAGAGA and AGC invariant sequences of
catalytically essential ACAGAGA sequence is not only
U6 along with the U6 intramolecular stemloop (ISL) and
juxtaposed to and interacts with the substrates, it also
inner sphere coordination of divalent cations (Valadkhan
binds divalent cations that could help catalyze this metalet al. 2009). Not only are these sequences known to play
critical functional roles in spliceosomal catalysis, but sedependent reaction.
www.rnajournal.org
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a first step toward understanding
the catalytic function of the isolated
snRNAs, we attempted to gain insight
into the organization of the active site.
Previous analyses had indicated that at
the time of catalysis of the snRNAmediated reaction, the 59 splice site
equivalent is positioned in the vicinity
of the invariant ACAGAGA sequence
of U6. Further, we had shown that
the substrate carrying the 39 splice site
equivalent (Exon2) interacted with the
U6/U2 complex through the sequences
at its 39 end, which formed a functionally
required 9-nucleotide (nt)-long basepaired helix with a complementary sequence added to the 59 end of U6
(Fig. 1; Valadkhan et al. 2009). The addition of this engineered base-pairing
cassette was required for enabling the FIGURE 2. Interaction of Exon2 with the U6/U2 complex. (A) The U6/U2 complex with
elongated base-pairing cassette between Exon2 and U6. The base-pairing interactions between
Exon2 substrate to interact with the Exon2 and U6 are shown. The sequences added for these experiments are shown in boldface.
U6/U2 complex, since unlike the other The ‘‘exonic’’ sequences of the original Exon2 substrate are highlighted in gray. Gray highlights
splicing ribozymes and the spliceosome, in U6 mark the invariant sequences. (B) Exon2 remains associated with the U6/U2 throughout
the U6/U2 complex does not contain the reaction. Arrows point to the site of products formed with the two different Exon2 species.
The location of unreacted Exon1 is shown. (C) Denaturation of the product formed with
a built-in substrate domain or protein Exon2 + 18, which remains tightly associated with U6 + 18/U2. Lane marked Ctrl contains
cofactors for assisting with substrate purified, untreated product. Lane marked +denaturant contains the purified product subjected
binding. This base-pairing interaction to strong denaturing treatment. Location of the purified product is shown by an arrow.
oriented the rest of Exon2, including Arrowhead points to the site of the product released from the U6 + 18/U2 complex after
denaturation. The size of several bands in the size marker lane is shown to the right. (D)
the 39 splice site equivalent, toward Product formation at several U6/U2 and Exon2 concentrations. The Exon2 concentrations are
the ACAGAGA box of U6, which is shown at the x-axis of the graph. The U6/U2 concentrations are shown next to each set of data
known to be in immediate proximity in the graph. (E) NMIA footprinting analyses on U6 before and after the addition of Exon1
of and likely even form part of the and Exon2 substrates. The left panel is probed with a primer binding to the 39 half of U6 ISL.
The right panel contains footprinting data obtained with a primer which binds to the helix II
spliceosomal active site (Kandels-Lewis region of the U6/U2 complex through U2 (see Materials and Methods). Lanes marked with
and Séraphin 1993; Lesser and Guthrie letters A, C, G, and U are dideoxynucleotide sequencing lanes. Lane marked -NMIA has not
1993; Sontheimer and Steitz 1993; Collins received the modification reagent. Lane marked Ctrl contains the results of NMIA
on U6 in the absence of substrates. Plus (+) sign indicates the ingredients added
and Guthrie 2001; Konarska et al. 2006). modification
compared with the Ctrl lane. Lane labeled +49-66 contains an oligonucleotide complementary
In order to gain insight into the po- to U6 nucleotides 49–66. Position of several nucleotides in U6 is shown to the right.
sitioning of the 39 splice site equivalent, we first had to determine whether
shown). The very low mobility of the product on dethis base-pairing interaction persists throughout the renaturing PAGE, which moved well above the expected size
action or is disrupted at some point.
range, suggested that the formed product was still attached
To this end, we increased the length of the base-pairing
to the U6 + 18/U2 complex. This was confirmed by
cassette between U6 and Exon2 by 18 nucleotides (Fig. 2A;
purifying the low mobility product and denaturing it before
also see Materials and Methods). We reasoned that a basereloading it on a denaturing PAGE, which resulted in
paired helix of 27 nucleotides, once formed, will likely
release of a RNA species of the expected size of 50 nt (Fig.
remain stably base-paired under the reaction conditions
2C).
and analysis on nondenaturing gels confirmed that the
The above result proves that the base-pairing interaction
elongated U6/U2 (U6 + 18/U2) and Exon2 (Exon2 + 18)
between the 59 end of U6 + 18 and 39 end of Exon2 + 18
efficiently associated with each other (data not shown).
persists during both steps of the reaction. Further, analysis
Catalytic assays performed with Exon2 + 18 and U6 + 18/U2
of the extent of product formation at different U6/U2 and
led to the formation of a very low mobility species, which
Exon2 concentrations indicated that a one-to-one ratio
was identical to the product formed with the original Exon2
between the original Exon2 and U6/U2 led to optimal
and U6/U2 in its formation requirements (Fig. 2B; data not
2228
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product formation (Fig. 2D), suggesting that even without
the 18-nt extension, Exon2 efficiently remained associated
with U6/U2 under the reaction conditions. This basepairing interaction, as mentioned above, orients the rest
of Exon2, which includes the 59 ‘‘intronic’’ domain and the
39 splice site equivalent, toward the ACAGAGA box of U6.
In order to determine if the Exon2 sequences 59 to the basepairing cassette interact with the ACAGAGA box, we took
a chemical footprinting approach using N-methylisatoic
acid (NMIA). NMIA modification monitors the flexibility
of nucleotides, and changes in base-pairing or tertiary
interactions result in an altered modification pattern
(Wilkinson et al. 2006). In the absence of the substrates,
NMIA modification on the folded U6/U2 complex led to
strong modification at the ACAGAGA sequence, indicating
the flexibility of this region (Fig. 2E, left panel). Addition of
Exon2 led to a significant protection at this sequence,
indicating that the 59 domain of Exon2 interacts with the
ACAGAGA box (Fig. 2E, left panel). As a control, we
monitored the modification pattern of U6 ISL with and
without the addition of substrates, which did not show any
changes (Fig. 2E, right panel), indicating that the altered
modification pattern of ACAGAGA was not the result of
a global conformational change in the U6/U2 complex. In
order to determine whether this was the result of canonical
base-pairing or noncanonical interactions between Exon2
and the ACAGAGA box, we performed a DMS modification reaction. The results did not show any alterations in
the pattern of DMS modifications, indicating the absence
of canonical base-pairing interactions between Exon2 and
the ACAGAGA sequence (data not shown).
Taken together, the above results indicate that the base
pairing interaction between Exon2 and U6, which is
maintained throughout the reaction, orients the 59 domain
of Exon2 toward the ACAGAGA sequence. Modeling the
binding of this substrate on the U6/U2 complex suggests
that the 39 splice site equivalent will be positioned next to
G44 in the ACAGAGA box (Fig. 2A). Interestingly, crosslinking and mutational complementation analyses indicate
that the 59 splice site equivalent in Exon1 is also positioned
in the vicinity of this nucleotide at the time of the reaction,
indicating that this sequence of U6 is in immediate vicinity
of the site of catalysis in this snRNA-catalyzed reaction.
Exon1 Binds U6/U2 via interactions with
the ACAGAGA box
As mentioned above, the first step of the reaction entailed
a catalyzed hydrolysis reaction on an internal phosphodiester bond in Exon1 (Fig. 1B). Through cross-linking and
mutational complementation studies, we previously showed
that nucleotide 14 of Exon1, which was 1 nt upstream of the
59 splice site equivalent on this substrate, was positioned
close to U6 nucleotides G44 and A45 in the ACAGAGA box
during the reaction (Valadkhan et al. 2009). Unlike Exon2,

Exon1 did not seem to have the potential for forming extensive canonical base-pairing interactions with any other
RNA in the system and thus, it is likely that its interaction
with the U6/U2 complex is mediated via noncanonical
interactions (also see Materials and Methods). In order to
better understand the positioning of Exon1 in the U6/U2
complex, we took a cross-linking approach to determine
whether the rest of Exon1 came in contact with another
RNA in the system. We set up typical reactions with an
Exon1 species in which the uridine at position 5 of Exon1
was substituted with 4-thio-uridine. UV irradiation of reactions in which either U6 or the 4-thio-uridine substituted
Exon1 carried a radioactive label led to the formation of an
identical, UV-dependent labeled species (Fig. 3A; data not
shown). Radioactive labels on Exon2 or U2 were not incorporated into the cross-link, suggesting that the crosslink was formed between Exon1 and U6 (data not shown).
Alkaline hydrolysis reactions on purified cross-linked
species carrying a radioactive label at the 59 end of U6
mapped the cross-link to G54 in the AGC triad of U6 (Fig.
3A, right panel).
Modeling Exon1 on U6/U2 indicated that this crosslinked proximity could coexist with the previously described one between residue 14 of Exon1 and the ACAG
AGA box of U6/U2 (Fig. 3B). This model places Exon1 in
proximity of the U6 ACAGAGA box, helix I, and part of
the ISL. We tested the binding of Exon1 to an ISL-like RNA
hairpin which contained nucleotides 49–86 of U6 in order
to determine whether the ISL played an important role in
binding of Exon1, for example, via the interaction of their
GC rich sequences, which was not the case (Fig. 3C). To
further confirm the above results, we performed NMIAmediated footprinting (Fig. 2E). While the addition of an
oligonucleotide complementary to nucleotides 49–66 of U6
led to a clear change in the pattern of NMIA modifications
on U6, the addition of Exon1 and Exon2 substrates did not
alter the pattern of modification of the U6 ISL, confirming
that their binding was not mediated through interacting
with the ISL (Fig. 2E, right panel). However, similar to
Exon2, Exon1 caused a significant reduction in the intensity of modification of the ACAGAGA box of U6, indicating that both Exon1 and Exon2 interacted with this
critical region of U6 (Fig. 2E, left panel).
To determine the sequences in Exon1 that mediate
binding to the U6/U2 complex, we set up reactions in
which a trace amount of radiolabeled full-length Exon1
competed with a large excess of unlabeled RNA oligonucleotides for binding to the U6/U2 complex (Fig. 4A).
Addition of a 200-fold excess of a random 25-mer RNA
oligonucleotide to the reaction did not affect product formation, indicating that it did not detectably disturb the
binding and positioning of the substrates or the conformation of the U6/U2 complex or any other aspect of the
catalytic activity of the snRNAs (Fig. 4B). The results of addition of RNA oligonucleotides corresponding to different
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 3. Interaction of Exon1 with the U6/U2 complex. (A) The uridine at position 5 of Exon1 can be cross-linked to U6 nucleotide 54 in the
AGC triad. Left panel: the cross-linked band requires Exon1 for its formation. The RNA species present in the cross-linking reaction are indicated
on the top. Arrow points to the cross-link. Middle panel: an identical cross-linked species forms when Exon1 carries the radiolabel instead of U6.
Arrow points to the location of the cross-linked species. Arrowhead marks the site of uncross-linked U6. Location of uncross-linked Exon1 is
shown to the left. Asterisks indicate the species carrying the radioactive label. Right panel: alkaline hydrolysis mapping of the cross-linked
nucleotides in U6. Ctrl lanes contain untreated U6 or purified cross-linked species. Lanes marked Alk contain alkaline hydrolysis reactions. An
RNase T1 digestion reaction is loaded into the lane marked T1. XL: purified cross-linked species containing a radioactive label at the 59 end of U6.
Arrow points to the site of stop in the hydrolysis ladder. Locations of G49 and 54 in the RNase T1 digestion lane are shown. (B) The U6/U2
complex with the bound substrates. The base-pairing interactions between U6 and Exon2 are shown. The highlighted regions in U6 mark the
invariant sequences. The highlighted regions in the substrates are the ‘‘exonic’’ sequences. Exon1 is shown in boldface letters. Numbers indicate
the human numbering system for U6 and U2 or the position from the 59 end in the case of the substrates. Thunderbolts mark the nucleotides
which can be cross-linked to each other. (C) Exon1 does not bind to the U6 ISL in isolation. Location of 59-labeled Exon1 is shown. The
concentration of ISL added to each lane is indicated on top. The left-most lane contains the U6/U2 complex instead of ISL. Arrow points to the
complex formed between Exon1 and U6/U2.

fragments of Exon1 are summarized in Figure 4A. The
addition of RNA oligonucleotides containing nucleotides
1–9 or 1–12 of Exon1, even at 100-fold excess compared
with the labeled full-length Exon1, did not block the formation of radiolabeled product although product formation was significantly reduced at the highest concentration
of the 1–12 fragment (Fig. 4C). In contrast, oligonucleotides corresponding to nucleotides 1–16 of Exon1 completely eliminated the formation of radiolabeled product
(Fig. 4D), indicating that this fragment of Exon1 successfully
competed with the labeled full-length Exon1. A fragment
containing four additional nucleotides (1–20) blocked the
formation of radiolabeled product to the same extent as
fragment 1–16, since in both cases a small amount of radiolabeled product could be observed at the lowest concentration of competing oligonucleotides (Fig. 4D). Addition of Exon1 fragments 13–26, 17–26, or 21–26 did not
have a dramatic effect on product formation (Fig. 4D,E).
These data suggested that residues in the central region of
Exon1 mediated its interaction with U6/U2, consistent with
2230
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the Exon1 protection pattern on U6/U2 and in silico predictions (Fig. 2E; also see Materials and Methods). This
conclusion was confirmed by the observation that an Exon1
species in which nucleotides 7–14 were deleted was not able
to compete with the labeled full-length Exon1 even when it
was at a 100-fold higher concentration compared with the
labeled Exon1 (Fig. 4D).
The role of U6/U2 in catalysis is beyond mere
juxtaposition of the substrates
The above results and previous data indicate that the two
substrates are positioned on U6/U2 in a way that both
interact with the invariant ACAGAGA box of U6, and that
the 59 and 39 splice site equivalents are both in the vicinity
of G44 in this sequence at the time of the reaction (Fig. 3B).
Previous work also indicated that the observed two-step
splicing reaction is a catalyzed reaction and that a number
of sequences in U6/U2 are essential for the reaction to
occur (Valadkhan et al. 2009). Together, these indicate that
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FIGURE 4. Exon1 binds to U6 via its central region. (A) The sequence of the full-length Exon1 and the fragments used in competition
experiments. The sequence of full-length Exon1 is shown on top. Numbers refer to position from the 59 end. Fragments that could not compete
for binding to U6/U2 with Exon1 are shown in light gray, and those that did successfully compete are shown in black. (B–E) Exon1 fragments
containing the central region of this substrate can block product formation by competing for binding to U6/U2. The identity and concentration of
the competing Exon1 fragment or the random RNA oligonucleotide added as a control are shown on top. Ctrl: typical reactions that do not
contain any competing oligonucleotides. Arrows point to the position of the product. The location of radiolabeled full-length Exon1 (59 Exon1
FL) is shown to the left.

the U6/U2 complex is acting as an enzyme, with the
ACAGAGA sequence being in immediate vicinity or forming part of the active site of the reaction. As a first step
toward gaining insight into the mode of involvement of
U6/U2 in catalysis of this two-step splicing reaction, we
asked whether the role of U6/U2 is restricted to mere
juxtaposition of the substrates. Since the efficiency of the
reaction was low, it was important to determine whether
the mere proximity of the two RNA substrates would result
in the formation of a product; or if additional, more sophisticated catalytic strategies were employed during the catalysis of the reaction we observed (Narlikar and Herschlag
1997; Fedor and Williamson 2005; Cochrane and Strobel
2008; Wilson and Lilley 2009). We reasoned that if the
reaction results from mere juxtaposition of the two substrates, a DNA oligonucleotide should be able to replace the
U6/U2 complex as an inert platform by binding to the
substrates and orienting them toward each other in a way
that recapitulates their spatial orientation in our proteinfree splicing reactions.
To this end, we designed two DNA oligonucleotides
based on the sequence of U6 snRNA construct used in our
experiments and included base-pairing cassettes for Exon2
or both substrates (Fig. 5A). One, U6-59-60, contained the
sequence of U6 construct used in the catalytic reactions

from the 59 end to nucleotide 60, which encompassed
all the sequences implicated in interacting with substrates
by our analyses including the Exon2 binding cassette
(Valadkhan et al. 2009; and see above). The other oligonucleotide, U6-59-50-a-Ex1, similarly contained the sequence of the U6 construct from the 59 end to nucleotide
50, which encompassed the Exon2 base-pairing cassette and
the ACAGAGA sequence, plus a 9-nt module that was
complementary to the first 9 nt of Exon1 and formed an
‘‘Exon1 base-pairing cassette’’ (Fig. 5A). We designed the
Exon1 base-pairing cassette in a way that would align
nucleotides 5 and 14 of Exon1 in proximity of residues 54
and 44–45 of the U6-like sequence in this oligonucleotide,
respectively, in order to mimic the positioning of this substrate in the U6/U2 complex (Valadkhan et al. 2009; also
see above).
We set up reactions in which U6/U2 was replaced by one
of these two oligonucleotides followed by analysis on
denaturing PAGE. To ensure that we could detect even
very weak product formation, we used an excess of the
radiolabeled Exon1 substrate in these reactions compared
with control reactions which contained the original U6/U2
construct (Fig. 5B). We also incubated the reactions for
very long time points, or in the presence of several different
magnesium concentrations and at different temperatures,
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 5. The U6/U2 complex plays a role beyond mere juxtaposition of the substrate during the catalysis of the two-step splicing reaction. (A)
The sequence of the U6-mimic oligonucleotides. The sequence of 59 end of the U6 construct used in the catalytic assays is shown on top. The
position of Exon2 binding cassette is indicated. Numbers refer to the human numbering system. The sequence of the two U6-like oligonucleotides
is shown below. The Exon2 and Exon1 binding cassettes are shown. The positioning of Exon1 and Exon2 substrates on one of the two
oligonucleotides is shown. Exon1 is shown in boldface letters. The gray highlighted regions mark the ‘‘exonic’’ sequences. (B) The U6-like
oligonucleotides cannot replace the U6/U2 complex in the reaction. The left panel contains typical reactions in which U6/U2 is replaced by one or
the other U6-like oligonucleotides. A darker exposure of the bottom section of the gel is shown in the right panel. Lane marked U6/U2 contains
a typical reaction. Arrow points to the product. (C) The reactions with U6-like oligonucleotides are not rescued at high magnesium
concentrations or with long incubations. The identity of the U6-like oligonucleotide added and the reaction condition used is shown on top. Lane
marked U6/U2 contains a typical reaction. Arrow marks the product. The location of unreacted 59-labeled Exon1 is shown.

and used both full-length Exon1 and Exon1 1–15 as the
substrate to determine if the second step of the reaction in
isolation could occur under these conditions (Fig. 5C; data
not shown). Analysis of the results of these experiments
proved that neither of the reactions containing the oligonucleotides instead of U6/U2 could form any detectable
product. This indicated that the role of U6/U2 in catalysis
of the two-step splicing reaction is beyond gross juxtaposition of the two substrates and that more sophisticated
catalytic strategies, such as general acid/base catalysis using
a site-bound metal ion or RNA functional groups, were
employed during this reaction. In addition, this result also
underscored the significant rate enhancement achieved by
the U6/U2 complex in this reaction.
The use of divalent cations in catalysis by U6/U2
Analyses of other ribozymes performing splicing have indicated the extensive use of divalent cations in catalysis
(Woodson 2005; Sigel and Pyle 2007). Our previous analyses had indicated that the snRNA-catalyzed splicing reaction did not occur in the presence of even molar concentrations of monovalent cations as the sole cation in
the buffer. Replacing magnesium chloride with cobalt
hexamine in the buffer, similarly, was not compatible with
product formation (Valadkhan et al. 2009), suggesting that
inner sphere coordination of a divalent cation may be necessary for the reaction (Roychowdhury-Saha and Burke 2007;
Davis et al. 2007). In order to determine if this requirement
2232
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reflected the use of divalent cations in catalysis during the
reaction, we first ensured that magnesium, and not the
chloride counterion, is required for the reaction. Analysis
of reactions containing magnesium sulfate or magnesium
acetate instead of MgCl2 indicated that counterions had
at most a minor effect on product formation (Fig. 6A;
Heilman-Miller et al. 2001; Woodson 2005). Increasing the
concentration of magnesium from 10 to 600 mM in the
buffer led to a rise in the extent of product formation (Fig.
6B). In order to determine whether both steps of the reaction or only one step is magnesium dependent, we set up
two parallel reactions. Since the first step of the reaction
entails catalyzed hydrolysis of an internal phosphodiester
bond in Exon1, the products of this step, both of which are
smaller than the precursors, have mobilities similar to the
degradation products resulting from the long reaction time
and high pH and magnesium concentration. Thus, monitoring the first step of the reaction in isolation is not
technically feasible. However, by the addition of a shortened
Exon1 which only contains the ‘‘exonic’’ sequences and
thus resembles the product of the first step of the reaction
(Exon1 1–15, Fig. 6C), it is possible to follow the second
step of the reaction in isolation (Valadkhan et al. 2009). By
comparing the extent of product formation at a gradient of
magnesium concentrations in a typical two-step reaction
versus the isolated second step, we could demonstrate that
the two-step reaction showed a greater enhancement of
product formation in response to increased magnesium
concentrations (Fig. 6C). This result indicated that both the
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8.8, with a slope of z1 (Fig. 7B,C). The
most likely interpretation of this result
is that under the conditions used in
these assays, catalysis is the rate-limiting
step, with one proton transferred during
the step in catalysis which controls the
overall rate of the reaction. The above
results in aggregate are consistent with
a scenario in which catalysis is the ratelimiting step in the snRNA-mediated
reactions under the conditions tested,
and that the rate of the reaction under
these conditions is also magnesium dependent, which can stem from the involvement of divalent cations in a catalytic role in the reaction.
Metal binding by the U6 ISL,
ACAGAGA, and AGC sequences
In well-studied ribozymes, site-bound
metal ions play critical roles in catalysis
and it has been possible to deduce their
location using biochemical methods (for
example, see Shan et al. 1999; Sigel et al.
FIGURE 6. Role of metal ions in the snRNA-mediated splicing reaction. Arrows point to the 2000; Hougland et al. 2005; Forconi
product. Location of unreacted 59 Exon1 precursor is shown next to each gel panel. (A) Use of et al. 2008; Frederiksen and Piccirilli
magnesium acetate or sulfate instead of MgCl2 does not have a significant effect on the 2009). As our data are consistent with
reaction. (B) The efficiency of product formation is increased as magnesium concentration is
the involvement of divalent cations in
raised from 60 to 500 mM. (C) The efficiency of product formation in a range of MgCl2
concentrations in a typical two-step splicing reaction versus the isolated second step. The data catalysis of the snRNA-mediated splicset labeled ‘‘Exon1’’ is obtained from a typical snRNA-catalyzed two-step splicing reaction. ing, we asked whether we could deterThe data set labeled ‘‘Exon1 1–15’’ reflects data from an isolated second step reaction. (D) mine the existence and location of siteFirst-order rate constant graphs for reactions performed at MgCl2 concentrations ranging from
60 to 600 mM. The MgCl2 concentration (in mM) for each set of data points is indicated in the specifically bound divalent cations in
the U6/U2 complex used in our assays.
graph.
To this end, we performed terbium(III)
cleavage assays (Harris and Walter, 2003;
first and the second step of the reaction depended on the
Sigel and Pyle 2003). When present in the reaction mixpresence of divalent cations in buffer.
ture at very low concentrations, the sites of cleavage by
We performed time course reactions at magnesium
terbium(III) correspond to site-specific, inner sphere metal
concentrations from 60 to 600 mM and determined the
binding pockets (Harris and Walter 2003; Sigel and Pyle
2003). In these studies, we used a chimeric U6/U2 complex
rate of the reaction at each concentration (Fig. 6D). These
in which the 39 end of U6 was joined to the 59 end of U2 via
results indicated that the rate of the reaction was increased
a UUCG hairpin (Fig. 1A), which ensured that all U6 and
as the concentration of magnesium was raised in this range.
U2 molecules were engaged in forming an intermolecular
The calculated second-order rate constant was slightly above
one, indicating that at least one magnesium ion is involved in
complex. Analysis of the catalytic activity of this construct
the rate-limiting step of the reaction. To determine whether
did not reveal any detectable differences compared with the
under the reaction conditions catalysis, substrate binding, or
bimolecular annealed U6/U2 complex (data not shown).
another process such as a conformational change was rate
Titration of 10–80 mM Tb(III) into the reaction mixture
containing the 59 labeled U6/U2 chimeric construct relimiting, we analyzed the pH dependence of the rate of the
sulted in the appearance of a number of distinct cleavage
reaction. As can be seen from Figure 7A, the reaction is
sites (Fig. 8). Interestingly, the most intensely cleaved site
strongly pH dependent and the level of formed product is
corresponds to the area in the vicinity of the bulged U
significantly increased with a rise in pH of the reaction
mixture. Analysis of the reaction rate at different pHs
(U74) in the U6 ISL (Fig. 8). High-resolution structural
followed by calculation of the second-order rate constant
studies and phosphorothioate interference analyses in both
showed a linear increase as the pH was changed from 8.0 to
the spliceosome and group II introns have proved the
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 7. The snRNA-catalyzed splicing reaction is pH dependent. (A) The efficiency of product formation increases with rising the pH from
7.0 to 8.8. The arrow points to the product. Location of the Exon1 precursor is shown. (B) Reaction rate increases as pH is changed from 8.0 to
8.8. (C) Second-order rate constant for product formation from pH 8 to 8.8.

presence of a binding pocket for a functionally critical
metal ion at this position in the ISL and the equivalent site
in Domain V of group II introns (Fig. 1A; Huppler et al.
2002; Valadkhan and Manley 2002; Reiter et al. 2003; Pyle
and Lambowitz 2006; Valadkhan 2007; Toor et al. 2008).
Thus, this observation proved that our terbium(III) cleavage approach was capable of accurately identifying the sitespecific metal binding sites.
Another terbium(III) cleavage site maps to the nucleotides immediately 59 to the AGC triad of U6, which results
from cleavage of the phosphodiester bonds 59 to nucleotides 52 and 53 (A of AGC) in U6 (Fig. 8). Similar to U74,
several lines of data including phosphorothioate interference analyses and biophysical methods implicate the AGC
triad of U6 and its analogous AGC sequence in Domain V
in coordination of catalytically essential metal ions in the
spliceosome and group II introns, respectively (Fig. 1A;
Fabrizio and Abelson 1992; Yu et al. 1995; Gordon and
Piccirilli 2001; Yuan et al. 2007; Toor et al. 2008). But
perhaps most importantly, a third region of cleavage in U6
corresponds to the last nucleotides of the invariant ACAG
AGA sequence (Fig. 8). This finding is highly significant,
since the ACAGAGA box is known to be in immediate
vicinity of the spliceosomal active site and also the active
site in the splicing reaction catalyzed by the protein-free
U6/U2 in our assays. Further, phosphorothioate interference experiments performed in the authentic spliceosome
had indicated that several phosphate oxygens in this region
play an important functional role in the spliceosome
(Fabrizio and Abelson 1992; Yu et al. 1995). Although a
phosphorothioate interference effect by itself does not prove
metal binding, two observations make it very likely that the
observed interference is due to loss of a critical metal coordination ligand. First, the rescue of a phosphorothioate
interference at the 59 splice site by thiophilic metals proved
the direct involvement of divalent cations in catalysis of the
first step of splicing (Sontheimer et al. 1997). Second, as
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mentioned above, some of the sites of phosphorothioate
interference at the ACAGAGA sequence are positioned
directly adjacent to where the 59 splice site is positioned at
the time of catalysis of the first step (Fabrizio and Abelson
1992; Sontheimer and Steitz 1993; Yu et al. 1995; Konarska
et al. 2006). Similarly, in our snRNA-based catalytic system,
which is also very likely to use divalent cations during catalysis, the two splice sites are positioned in close proximity
of the ACAGAGA sequence and thus, the inner sphere
bound metal ions at this region likely correspond to those
directly participating in catalysis.
In summary, our analyses of the in vitro catalytic activity
of the protein-free U6/U2 complex have indicated several
novel aspects of their function. As mentioned above, at the
moment our understanding of spliceosomal catalysis is
highly rudimentary and whether there is any relationship between the observed catalytic activity of snRNAs in

FIGURE 8. Terbium(III) cleavage reactions on folded U6/U2 complexes. Lane marked control does not contain Terbium (Tb+++). The
concentration of the added terbium(III) in micromolars is indicated
above each lane. The location of unreacted U6/U2 and the position
of several residues in U6 is shown to the right.
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isolation and their function within the spliceosomal active
site remains to be proved. However, a number of intriguing
parallels which are listed below suggest that the catalytic
activity of isolated snRNAs may have a vestigial similarity,
at least on the surface, to what we know of the role of
snRNAs in the context of the spliceosome. The crosslinking, mutational complementation studies and binding
data indicate that in the snRNA-catalyzed reaction, the
splice sites are positioned near the ACAGAGA sequence of
U6 at the time of the reaction (Valadkhan et al. 2009; this
study), similar to what has been previously observed in the
spliceosome (Kandels-Lewis and Séraphin 1993; Lesser and
Guthrie 1993; Sontheimer and Steitz 1993; Luukkonen and
Séraphin 1998; Collins and Guthrie 2001; Konarska et al.
2006). As previously shown, mutations in the ACAGAGA
box, the AGC triad and the asymmetric internal loop of U6
ISL have a strong detrimental effect on the reaction in both
systems (Fabrizio and Abelson 1990; Madhani et al. 1990;
Madhani and Guthrie 1992; Datta and Weiner 1993; Wolff
et al. 1994; McPheeters 1996; Hilliker and Staley 2004;
Butcher 2009; Valadkhan et al. 2009). Inner sphere coordination of divalent cations is required for the snRNAcatalyzed reaction and kinetic analyses is consistent with
the use of divalent cations in catalysis, as has been previously proved in the spliceosome (Sontheimer et al. 1997;
Gordon et al. 2000). Further, the metal binding sites in the
U6/U2 construct used in the reaction, as determined by
terbium(III) cleavage assays, correlate with the sites of
phosphorothioate interference observed in the authentic
spliceosome and previously determined metal binding sites
(Fabrizio and Abelson 1992; Yu et al. 1995; Yean et al. 2000;
Huppler et al. 2002; Yuan et al. 2007). While the chemical
mechanism of the second step of splicing in the two
systems is identical, the first step of splicing in the
snRNA-catalyzed reaction proceeds through hydrolysis
rather than transesterification. However, the absence of
a third substrate in the reaction playing the role of the
branch site precludes the possibility of a branching reaction
in the protein-free U6/U2 system. Furthermore, hydrolysis
represents a physiological alternative to branching as the
mechanism of the first step of splicing in group II introns
both in vivo and in vitro, and it has been shown that some
group II introns which are fully capable of branching use
hydrolysis as an alternative mechanism under certain
conditions (Chu et al. 1998; Podar et al. 1998).
While the above similarities between the spliceosomal
catalysis and the snRNA-mediated splicing reaction are
intriguing, determining their significance awaits further
studies in both systems. Interestingly, in group II introns
the active site is formed by sequences analogous to those
playing a critical role in both the spliceosome and the
snRNA-mediated reaction (Dayie and Padgett 2008; Toor
et al. 2008; Michel et al. 2009; Keating et al. 2010), indicating that these sequences, when correctly positioned,
are capable of forming the active site of a splicing machine.

While our current knowledge of spliceosomal function
cannot rule out the possibility of participation of proteins
in splicing catalysis in vivo (Abelson 2008; Newman and
Nagai 2010), our work indicates that the snRNAs, once
isolated from all other spliceosomal factors, are competent
to form a vestigial active site capable of catalyzing splicing.
Further analysis of the function of this snRNA complex
in parallel with experiments performed in the authentic
spliceosome promises to provide fundamental insights into
the evolution of RNA enzymes and the way proteins affect
the function of RNAs in modern ribozymes and in the long
run to uncover any relationship that may exist between the
function of snRNAs in isolation and in vivo. Further, with
the stepwise addition of spliceosomal proteins to the U6/U2
complex, it may be possible to partially reconstitute the
spliceosomal active site for in-depth biochemical and structural biology analyses not currently possible in the authentic spliceosome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of RNA constructs
The wild-type and mutant human U6 and U2 snRNA fragments
were prepared by in vitro transcription as described (Valadkhan
et al. 2009). The U2 construct used contained nucleotides 1–44 of
human U2, with two U to A mutations at nucleotides 2 and 9 and
a U to G mutation at nucleotide 41 which helped increase complementarity to U6 in helix II and III regions, respectively. A
guanosine residue was added to the 59 end of U2 to improve
transcription efficiency. The U6 construct used contained nucleotides 37–98 of human U6, with a 10-nt extension added to the
59 end which provided a binding site for Exon2 (see text).
The two substrates, Exon1 and Exon2, were at first designed
based on the human 59 splice site consensus sequence and the
branch site consensus sequence, in addition to the domains used
for binding to U6/U2 (nucleotides 16–24 of Exon2). The sequence
at the 59 end of Exon1 was selected as a random sequence. The sequence of Exon1 and Exon2 candidates were modified to exclude
the constructs which could form stable base-paired structures,
both intramolecular and intermolecular (to each other or to ectopic sites on U6/U2). The remaining substrate candidates were
tested for binding to each other on nondenaturing gels and those
that showed binding were eliminated. The remaining substrate
candidates were made by in vitro transcription or chemical synthesis (Dharmacon Biotech, Invitrogen, and Nedken Scientific) at
preparative scale. Substrates made by different methods and from
different sources showed identical activity in catalytic reactions.
Labeling of substrates and U6/U2 at the 59 end was performed as
described (Valadkhan and Manley 2000).
All RNA and DNA constructs were purified from denaturing
PAGE at least once, and a small aliquot was labeled at the 59 end
and loaded onto a second denaturing PAGE for quality control.
For sequence verification limited RNase T1 digestions were
performed. To ensure reproducibility of data, the NTPs and all
key reagents were purchased from multiple sources (Sigma, USB,
Amresco, and Fisher Scientific).
www.rnajournal.org
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Catalytic assays
The in vitro–transcribed U6 and U2 snRNA constructs were
annealed together in 40 mM Tris, pH 7.2, and 20 mM MgCl2 by
heating to 75°C followed by gradual cooling to room temperature
in the course of an hour. After annealing, the Exon1 and Exon2
substrates were added at concentrations ranging from 50 nM to
10 mM, depending on the specific reaction. MgCl2 concentration
and pH was adjusted to 60 mM and 7.0–8.8, respectively. The final
concentration of the U6/U2 complex in a typical reaction was
2 mM. The reaction mixtures were incubated for 6 h at 45°C, for
15 h at 37°C, or for 40 h at 32°C, and product formation was
analyzed by running the samples on 12%–20% denaturing PAGE
and exposed to PhosphorImager screens.

U6. The resulting low mobility product was purified and denatured for 10 min at 60°C in 10 M urea followed by chilling on ice
and loading onto a denaturing PAGE.

Cross-linking analysis
Typical reactions were set up using Exon1 species containing
a 4-thio-uridine substitution at position 5 (Dharmacon) and after
2 h of incubation, the reaction mixtures were UV irradiated at 365
nm for 10 min and analyzed on denaturing PAGE. The crosslinked species was gel purified and probed by partial alkaline
hydrolysis as previously described (Valadkhan and Manley 2000).
Partial RNase T1 digestion reactions on purified product were
performed as previously described (Valadkhan and Manley 2000).

Analysis of the pH profile of the reaction

Binding assays

Typical catalytic assays were set up as described above at pH
ranging from 7.0 to 8.8, and hourly time points were taken. The
samples from the final time point of each pH series were loaded
side by side to gauge the effect of pH on the final extent of the
reaction. The PAGE gels containing the rest of the time course
reactions were quantitated using ImageQuant software and the
extent of product formation was normalized to the amount of
input. The ratio of product formed to precursor in each lane was
used to draw an Eadie-Hofstee plot and the second-order rate
constant graph, as described (Pyle and Green 1994). The first-order
rate constants were normalized to the value of the rate constant at
pH 8.8 prior to drawing the second-order rate constant graph.

A construct containing nucleotides 49–86 of U6, which includes
the sequence of the U6 ISL plus two G nucleotides added to the
59 end and a GUU sequence added to the 39 end, was made by in
vitro transcription and purified from PAGE. Annealing reactions
were set up, as described above, in which this construct was added
instead of U6 and U2. Labeled Exon1 substrate was added to these
reactions along with control reactions which contained the U6/U2
complex. After 2 h of incubation at 30°C, the reactions were
loaded onto nondenaturing PAGE and visualized by exposure to
PhosphorImager screens.

Analysis of the metal dependence of the reaction

We analyzed the sequence of U6 and U2 for potential base-pairing
to Exon1 using RNA structure algorithm. Two predicted basepairing sites containing both canonical and noncanonical base
pairs, one between nucleotides 1–6 of Exon1 and nucleotides 55–
61 of U6 intramolecular stemloop (ISL), and the other between
nucleotides 9–16 of Exon1 and nucleotides 43–50 of U6, were
detected. Both could potentially position nucleotide 14 of Exon1
next to the ACAGAGA box. The only other predicted base-pairing
interaction was between the 59 end of Exon1 and the Exon2
binding cassette at the 59 end of U6, which likely does not
contribute to the formation of the product.

In typical catalytic assays, MgCl2 was replaced by an equal
concentration of other salts of magnesium. For determining the
effect of different magnesium concentrations on the rate of the
reaction, reactions were set up at a gradient of magnesium concentrations and hourly time points were taken. The ionic strength
of the reaction was kept constant by the addition of NaCl.
Titration of NaCl into the reaction at a constant MgCl2 concentration had an inhibitory effect, indicating that the observed
effects cannot be due to an increase in the ionic strength. The rate
of the reaction was determined using Eadie-Hofstee plots, as described above.

Terbium(III) cleavage assays
59-labeled U6/U2 chimeric constructs were folded as described
above at a concentration of 50 nM in 10 mM MgCl2 at a pH of
7.2. Next, 10–80 mM TbCl3 was added to the reactions followed
by incubation at room temperature for 2–10 h. The reaction
mixtures were precipitated and loaded onto a long denaturing
PAGE and analyzed after exposing to a PhosphorImager screen.

Exon2 association studies
In order to determine the effect of hyperstabilizing the binding of
Exon2 and U6/U2 on the reaction, an 18-nt sequence was added
to the 59 end of U6 (GTGGAACGAATTCCTATA). A complementary sequence was added to the 39 end of Exon2. Reactions
were set up in which the U6 and Exon2 constructs containing
these 18 nucleotide extensions replaced the original Exon2 and
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NMIA assays
For the NMIA reactions, the preannealed chimeric U6/U2
complex in which the two snRNAs were joined by a hyperstable
loop (see above) was used at a concentration of 2 mM in a buffer
containing 60 mM magnesium and at a pH of 7.4. The U6/U2
complexes were incubated for 1 h at 30°C with and without the
addition of 2 mM Exon1 or Exon2. Freshly prepared solution of
NMIA in DMSO was added to the reactions at a final concentration of 0.1 M followed by incubation for 1 h at 30°C (Wilkinson
et al. 2006). After the incubation period, the samples were extracted with phenol and chloroform and precipitated.
Following precipitation, the modified RNAs were annealed to
an oligonucleotide that was complementary to U6 nucleotides 68–
81 or another oligonucleotide that was complementary to U6
nucleotides 93–99, the hyperstable stemloop sequences connecting
U6 and U2 and nucleotides 1–45 of U2. The reactions contained
50 mM Tris, pH 8.2, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM
Spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM of a dNTP mix, and 0.5 U of
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AMV reverse transcriptase (Promega) in a total volume of 10 ml
and were incubated for 1 h at 40°C. Subsequently the enzyme was
heat-inactivated for 2 min at 90°C in 50% formamide and 5 mM
EDTA, followed by direct transfer to ice and loading onto a 20%
denaturing PAGE.

Exon1 fragment competition studies
The Exon1 fragments were purchased from Nedken Scientific and
Invitrogen and were purified from PAGE. Typical reactions were
set up which contained 2 mM Exon2, 2 mM U6/U2, and 50 nM
59-labeled Exon1, and the indicated amount of the Exon1 fragment.
The reactions were allowed to proceed for 15 h at 37°C and were
loaded onto denaturing PAGE followed by exposing to PhosphorImager screens.

Reactions with U6-like oligonucleotides
The DNA oligonucleotides containing the U6-like sequences were
purchased from Invitrogen. Typical reactions were set up which
contained 2 mM of one or the other DNA oligonucleotide instead
of U6. In some reactions, the magnesium concentration was raised
to 200 or 400 mM or the reaction was allowed to proceed for
2 or 4 d instead of the 8-h incubation time used for the control
reactions.
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